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consequences; and it is so great a good that no good sccurablc by injustice 
could_ be greater. Herc "good" is an ellipsis £or "good for oneself,"' i.e., 
contributes to one's own well-being or happiness, EV6CX1µovfa. t So the 
thesis is that one has more to gain in happiness from being a just man than 

from an! g~ one.could obtain at the price of becoming unjust. Now 
performmg a S1Dgle Just act, or some odd assortment of just acts, is by no 
~cans equivalent to being a just man or, in Plato's phrase, "having justice 
m the soul. "

1 
So in "justice pays" jllllk• is a property not of actions as 

dis~ in detail my differences with positions taken on the same topic in the 
followmg recent papers: 

R. D~os, "A F-!facy in Plat~•s Republic?" Philos. Rn. 73 (1964), 39,-98. 
R. ~cmgartner, VuJgar Jusncc and Platonic Justice," Philos. 11,ul Phmo

mmologiui Rm11rrh 2, (1964/6,), 248-,2. 

~- Schiller, 'Just Mao and Just Acts in Plato's Rtp11hlk," Jml of Hist. of 
Philos. 6 (1968), 1-14. 

I am ~debted to each of these (cf. notes 3, a.nd 46 below), a.nd also to the 
~ollOWIDg: Mr. Jerry_ Neu, who read a paper on this topic to my Plato seminar 
m 1~; Professor Richard Kraut, who did the same (and more thereafter in his 
th~1S); _Prof~~or David Wiggins, with wham I had a most helpful discussion 
~bile still wrmog this paper; Mr. Thoma.s Russman, for the help acknowled~ 
10 n. ,s below. 

1 
No1 for _2!1orally ~" (mora.lly praiseworthy), for which Plato wouJd 

have used ~6v. For Plato "justice is [morally] good in a.nd of~ 
'!f'miJccsuie J~st man happy" wouJd be /Ill., while "justice is good in and of 
itself [for t!1e Just man] because it makes the just man happy" wouJd be true, 
a.nd "?alyncaJJy so: to say that X makes me happy wouJd be for Plato part of 
what 1t means to say that Xis good for me in a.nd of itself 

.' Following the general practice I shall use .J!I~ for &li6aiµovla, but 
with the ca~eat that the strongly hedonistic connotations of t& English term 
(~der the 10Buence of 19th-century utilitarianism) shouJd not be read into 
EV6at1,10vla. For a Greek moralist the question, "Is Eli6ai1,10vla pleasure or is it 
s°?1ething else?" is always a significa.nt one (cf. the Phil,b,u; and Aristotle, 
NK. Elh. 1098B22 ff.; a.nd the contrast between the "happier" and "more 
pleasurable life" in note 6 below). 

1 

Or "present" (Mv) in the souJ (3,sB,-6; 4410). Same implication in 
:·having" (fxov) justice (367B4 a.nd E3; 43,Cl) or "possessing" (KTaa.9at) 
it (4,,B3; '91B,'-6). So too in the use of •~•f of 43,B7, 443E6, and :59IB4. 
For ~e moral ~utues as dispositional properties see also :s 18D-E, where they 
are said to be like the virtues of the body in that 0\IK flloOacn ,rpcrnpo

11 
Oo-npo

11 
f1,11t0ietaSat l~v Kai &cna\o'an11. That Plato is not thinking of just acts as such, 
~ut of a condmon of souJ which expresses itself in such acts, is rightly stressed 
1nJ. D. ~a.bbott, "Is Plato's R,p11hlk Utilitarian?", Mind 46 (1937), 468-74 at 
474, a.nd 10 Schiller, op. di., 6 ff. ' 
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such, but of a.genes;' it sta.nds for the active disposition to behave justly 
towards one's fellows.6 

I 

The argument to be examined here is the one in~ IV..&, supplCU1mtrd 
by the studies in moral psychopathology in VIII and IX (to ~80D) and by 
the terminal reflections in Df___{~88B ff.)• Correctly analyzed, this argument 
will be seen to consist of two sub-arguments whose theses are logically 
distinct: 

Thesis I: There is a condition of sonJ-"ps,dili;. QaDD.Pny," I shall 
call it-which is in and of itsel(.!_g_reater (_ood to one who. has .it 

'That Plato shouJd at times state the thesis in terms of "acting justly 
(61Ka1a ,rparn111) pays" (so, e.g., in :588B7 a.nd E4), instead of "being a just 
man pays" is no objection, since "a.cting justly" _ca.n be used to ref~ to ~e 
form of action characteristic of the just man a.nd 1S so wed when amcuJaong 
the thesis: clearly so in ,ssB-E; and cf. 44:SAl-2, where "a.cting justly" is used 
in apposition to "being a just ma.n" ( 1l'O'Tlpoll cro A\la\TEUT 6h«xta -n; 11'pcn-rllll 

Kai Kev.a hnT116evuv Kai el11CX1 6h(Cnov). 
5 That ""J just act, or arbitrarily selected set of just acts, will "par". wouJd 

be patently false (except perh&ps for a.n egoistic utilitar~ w~o mi~ht ~o 
define "just act" as to make it true); a.nd that Pia.to wouJd think It false 1S dis
tinctly implied in the Rlp,,hl«, ~.g., in the portrait o~ the "oligarchic" man 
("3E ff.): though unjust (he defrauds orphans), this ma.n has a fine repu
tation for justice in his business (&li6otci1,1Et 6o1W>v 6IKa1oS d11Cxt, :5~12); so 
there wouJd be stretches of his life during which he performs only JUSt a.cts, 

and if just acts pn-s, made one happy he wouJd have stretches of hA~pincss; 
but as Plato pictures him he is never happy: he is "tom in two by mternal 
conflict" harbors "drone-like" a.nd "aiminal" desires only "held down under 
stress of fear, which makes him tremble for the safety of his whole fortune" 
("4B-D, Cornford). . . . 

• Ignoring the further argument (:580-:588E) that ~e J~t life 1S not °?'1Y 
happier, but more pleasurable as well (note the terms 10 which the conclusion 
is formuJated: d -roaoi"rrov fl~ 1111<q 6 &ya86s TE Kai 6IKa1oS • . • , &µ'l'IXav<t> 
Si'} l»(t> 'Tl'AS0\11 IIIICI\CJII EliaxT11,10CM11J TE ~lov TE Kai l((XAMI Kai &pni!i (,88A7-10); 
the same point is made in Lg. 7340: the temperate life is "hAppier" au6cnµ
~because it is "both more pleasurable a.nd ~av • , • KaAAEI 

Kat 6pSoT11T1 Kat &pETil Ken &li~I~"; it is argued that the just_m~•s pl~ures 
are preferable a.nd "more real," while four other types of life, -~aeasmgly 
unjust, yield increasingly inferior and unreal pleasures_. Addiuonal, a.nd 
puzzling, questions arise here, which I cannot tackle in this paper. TI_ie argu
ment I shall discuss is a self-contained one, a.nd is presented as such 10 Book 
IV: it is supposed to demonstrate that "justice pays" (a.nd does so to Glaucon's 
satisfaction (44,A-B) without ma.king even anticipatory reference to :580D
:588E). 
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than would be any he could secure at the cost of the contrary condi• 
tion of soul. 

Thesis II: One has psychic harmony iff 7 one has a firm and stable dis
position to act justly towards others. 1 

Plato's argument for Thesis I is that this is the condition of the human 
soul when it enjoys health, 9 beauty, 10 and maintains the ontologically 
correct hierarchic, 11 internal order. This part of his story I shall not 
discuss; there is no need to do so, since my interpretation here would 
differ little from that generally held. I proceed at once to Thesis II, for here 
my interpretation breaks with accepted opinion and has to be expounded 
and defended in detail. 

II 

I. I.ate in Book IV we come across the following ~~tio 

. . . in the case of each one of us, whosoever is such that each of the 
three [psychic clc.mcnts] in him Joa iJs own [Ta cnrro0 ... irparn:i), 
he is a just man. . .. {441D2-E2D12-E2) -7 The customary abbrevia.tion of "if, a.nd only if." 

• Pia.to unfonunatcly docs not distinguish these two theses a.s clearly and 
docs not present them in the proper order: instead of first telling us wha.t a 
precious thing psychic ha.rmony is a.nd thm going on to demonstrate its con
nection with the disposition to a.ct justly, he docs the opposite, reserving 
the praise of psychic ha.rmony for the conclusion of his argument in Book IV 
(444C-E). 

• 444C-D; ,9IB-C (by implication: justice is the condition in which the 
soul "rcrums to its nature at its bcst"-Paul Shorcy's transla.tion (Plato: 
the RtjJNblit, 2 volumes, London, 1930 a.nd 193,) of ds Tl'iv ~,icrniv l~tv 
ica9tcrraµM}-which is for it what "health a.nd sacngth" are to the body); 
609B-610E (injustice desaoys the soul a.s disease the body; justice makes one 
"alive" [(c.n-tK6v), 610E). And cf. Grg. ,04B-D, ,12A-B. 

1° K6}.A05 (444£1); NO')(fll,IOCMl1J (,88A9). The same implications in the very 
notion of psychic harmollJ a.nd its description in terms of musical consona.ncc 
a.nd concord (443D-E). a. Grg. ,03D ff., where the notion that the just a.nd 
a~v soul is the one that ha.s the beautiful order (K6aµos) of a. work of art, 
where all the parts arc fitted together in a. ha.rmonious composition, first comes 
into Plato's work (this being its first recorded expression in Greek thought: 
cf. Helen North, Siphrosyni, Ithaca, N.Y., 1966, 162-63, and W. Jaeger, 
Paukia, u [English translation, Oxford, 1947), 146). 

11 The "natural" and "fitting" order in which the part which is rational, 
"divine," and "superior by nature," rules the pa.res which are irrational, 
corporeal, and "inferior by nature"': 444B1.,, 444D3-ll; ,90C3-D6 (with 
which cf. ,1103., and ,89C,·D3; ,91Bl-7; cf. Phatdo 79E-80A a.nd uws 
726-728B). a. M. B. Foster, "On Plato's Conception of Justice in the RljJNblit"', 
Phi/os. Q,lart. 1 (19,0-,1), 206-17; and Vlastos, SPT, nn. 2, and 26, below. 
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lay down, and often stated, if you recall, 11 that every single person 
ought to engage in that social function [literally: that function which 
concerns the polis] for which his own nature is best fitted.-We did 
say this.-And indeed that to do one's own and not to be meddle
some is justice, this we have often heard from many others and have 
often said ourselves.-We have said it.-This then, my friend, if 
taken in a certain way, appears to be justice: to do one's own. 
(433.A-B) 

The defining formula is imprecise, and is meant to be: that is the force of 
the qualifying phrases, "this, or some form of it, is justice"; "this ... if 
taken in a certain way, is justice." 21 Plato refers to the very start of the 
investigation of the nature of justice in Book II (368D ff.), where he had 
presented the division of labor and production for the market as the 
generative principle of a polis (369.A ff.). He understands this principle to 
mean that a polis arises when, and only when, men come to direct their 
individual energies with a view to the needs of others no less than their 
own, H each of them pursuing a line of work which will best mesh with 
that of others to their joint benefit. Plato then proceeds to generalize this 
principle, so that it will apply not only to economic activiry but to all of 
the forms of associated living which go on within the polis. 26 And he gives 

But though these are sufficient conditions for the existence of a polis they are 
apparently not necessary for Plato, else he would not have called the primitive 
community in 369 ff. which dearly antecedes the existence of a state (no 
provision for governmental functions) a "polis." 

u The back reference is to such passages as 370.A-C; 374A-D; 39,B-C; 397E. 
u It cannot be emphasized too strongly that if "doing one's own" meant 

only the "one man, one trade" principle, Plato would never have thought of 
using it as a definiens of "justice"; hence the qualification "this, or some form 
of it" at the start of the citation, warning the reader that the principle of 
functional specialization in the division of labor has to be further qualified 
before it can be taken in all seriousness as the essence of justice. When en
dorsed without this qualification (LAws 8460-847 A) the principle is not taken 
as a defining formula of justice. 

H The basis of the polis is human interdependence (369B,-C4); if each 
man were self-sufficient, each able to meet his individual needs by "himself 
doing his own for himself' (CN'1'6v 61' CN'1'6v -ra CNTO0 ,rparnw), there would 
be no polis. 

16 The first generalization is at 374B ff.: the principle is invoked to justify 
a professional soldiery at this point; a subclass of these "guardians" is then 
selected (412C ff.) for the still higher task of government. In a broader sense 
the principle is expected to hold even of the activities of children and slaves 
(433D). 



7 

Slavery 
in Plato's Thought• 

(1941; SPT) 

I. SLAVERY IN PLATO'S POLITICAL THEORY 

A formal discussion of slavecy is nowhere to be found in Plato. We must 
reconstruct his views from a few casual statements. The most imponant 
of these is a simile in ~ws (720), where Plato ~t the~.R!!7-
sician in attendance UJ?On freemen with the slave hcal«_g£,.s)ucs. The free 
medical man "investigates the origin and the nature of the disease, 1 he 
enters into community with the patient and with his friends." He is 
essentially a teacher, but a teacher who also learns from the sick. He gives 
no autocratic orders, but educates the patient into health. Slaves, on the 
other hand, are incapable of such reasonable intercourse. The slave doctor's 

[ 

visit is hurried. He "neither gives a servant any rational account [My<>s] of 
his complaint, nor asks him fo~ any; he gives an order based on empirical 
belief [66~a] with the air of exact knowledge, in the insolent manner of a 
tyrant, then jumps off to the next ailing servant." 1 Elsewhere (Laws n3E), 
discussing the proper treatment of slaves, Plato sums up the matter in these 
words: "One must punish slaves justly, not spoiling them by admonition 

• Read in substance at a meeting of the American Philosophical Association, 
December 1939. Reprinted &om Philos Rn., 1941, 289 ff. The original pagination 
is interpolated in square brackets. 

1 1200: •~at(o)v air' 6'>xfls Kai KaTa "'°1"• 
1 Cf. also Grg. :501A, where scientific medicine is defined in similar terms, 

contrasting the knowledge of the narural cause (Ttiv "'°1v, Ttiv ahiav) and the 
ability to give a rational account (hgos) with -rp1f31'1 Kai IJ,ampla. 
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as though they were frccmen.'' 1 And in another context: "Well then, 
should they discern this, but be unable to give any rational demonstration 
of it?-lmpossiblc. The state of mind you describe is that of a slave" 
(uw966B). 

It is clear from such passages that Plato thinks of the slave's condition 
as a deficiency of reason. He has dox4, but no logos. He can have true belief, 
but cannot know why his belief is true.' He can learn by experience 
[ilffl'Etpla] and external prescription [hrl-ra~as]. But he can neither give nor 
follow a rational account. ~ is !!!!nfo'!.. ~ptiblc to persuasion; 6 This 
is not [289] evidence of reason, but the reverse. Nom is "unmoved by 
pcamasion" (Tm ,1E4). c weakness of doxa, cv~ true doxa, is that 

~an be changed. 1 Only knowledge is sta e [µ6v1µ05], for he who~ 
has direct contact with the immutable Forms. 7 This is what the slave 
lacks. His experience cannot yield true knowledge. 8 In all matters of 
truth he is, therefore, unconditionally subject to his intellectual superiors. 

1 Even Aristotle thinks that this is going too far: Pol. 126086-8. 
'Ti.: SID-E: 661;a 6>.fl&l'is is 6>.oyov. Only vous .. tyyiyvnaa ... ad IIE"M 

6>.fleoiis A6you. 
• f.16axfi vs. ~16<.l>, Tm, Sl E2. Ptitho is usually translated "persuasion", and 

I shall follow thas usage here. But "influence" or "suggestion" would be a 
~er rendering. P1itho means simply changing another"s mind. It puts no 
s~gs on the way this ~ don~. "Persuasion," as ordinarily used in English, 
nes one down to some kmd of mtcllcaual, or, at least, rhetorical, process. You 
cannot persuade without some kind of argument, though it may be fallacious 
ar~ent. ~u~ Plato can write 616aoK6>.ovs -rrrnttcrµa,ovs 1.11a8ois (L:,ws 804D) 
without Stratntng the word. a. 6wpa 8Eovs m18et ( quoted in R. 390E). In Greek 
usagep,itho~•• 

• Mmo 98A. Plato's educational system aspires to dye the right beliefs into 
the soul like fast ~~lors into wool. But even fast colors fade. The ultimate guar
antee _of the stability of the state is not in the early precautions to make the 
guardians' good convictions proof against persuasion, oblivion, beguilement of 
pleasure and pressure of fear (R. 413BC); it is the guardians' eventual acquaint
ance with the unalterable Good. 

. 
7 E.g., R. S32A. "Direct" means here "through reason without the media

non of the senses." 
• It may be asked: What of the slave-boy in the Mmo? Socrates confidently 

asserts (SSE) that what the boy has done in this instance he could do "in thC' 
whole of geometry and in all other lessons." But whar has he done in this in
s~c~? Socrates makes each successive point so plain that only a half-wit could 
.auss 1t. Plato never suggested that slaves arc stupid. He only says that they 
lack lagw or nollS and carmot apprehend the Forms. One may lack lagw yet be 
a paragon of empiric acuteness (e.g., R. Sl6C; and Sl9A T6>\I uyoµivc,w 
irOIITJpwv l,liv aocpc1,t, Si, ~ 6p11,11) µiv ~"1rrt TO 1fNXap1ov ... ). At the end of the 
encounter the slave-boy has not discovered the Forms Square, Diagonal, etc. 
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Now it is an axiom of Plato's political theory that the only one fit to 
rule is he who possesses logos. e The good ruler must rule for the good of 
the state. He can only do this if he knows the form of the Good and then 
uses the necessary "persuasion and coercion" to order the state accord
ingly.1~Thus government is good for the govcmcd, 11 but docs not r~ 
their consent. ii [290] A democratically minded theorist like Protaimras 11 

- -= holds that _all men have a sense of "reverence and justice"; that they all 
share in the "political art.'' 1' Plato denie_uhi.s Bady: "Docs it seem at all 

Socrates gives the pieces of the puzzle and keeps prodding and correcting until 
the boy has fitted them properly together. The boy then has the answer to 
this particular problem, but no grasp of the underlying general truth. He knows 
the true solution, but not why it is true. 

Nevettheless I should not conclude that Plato thinks that this slave-boy 
could not discovec the Forms. This point is left undetermined. But, if the 
slave-boy could master the Forms, then he ought not to be a slave. In a "true" 
(i.e., Platonic) state he would be a philosopher, and thnrfon at the top, not the 
bottom, of the social pyramid. 

9 E.g., uws 968.A: The highest magistrate "must be able to give a rational 
account (/Qgw) of all that admits of a rational account.'' Otherwise he cannot 
be a "'fit ruler of the whole state, but only a servant to other rulers." 

10 R. S 19E: ovvap1,10Tr(l)V T0IJS iro>JTQ5 m18ol TE teal avayictJ. 
11 E.g., Socrates' argument against Thrasymachus in the Rtp,,blit, I, main• 

taining that government is for the benefit of the governed. 
12 Pit. 293A, 296B-297B. This point is all the more remarkable because it 

contrasts sharply with the conception of government which underlies the Crilo. 
There ~ates thinks and acts as a responsible member of a_gec rqmblic It is 
because he has himself ,onsmttd ~ laws that they are binding upon him: 
Tl'af)Q T~ ~teas TE teal 61,10>.oy(~ (S2D); ~tcaS ~ ,rpos f\1,10:S ~ 
(S4C). However, it would not be impossible to find a casuistic reconciliation of 
political obligation that rests upon consent with political authority that is above 
consent. Placo's point, I suppose, would be that the good ruler's commands 
must be obeyed, consent or no consent; though if his subjcas knew the Good 
as he knows it (a hypothesis which would abolish the distinction between 
subject and ruler in the Rlp11blit and the Politims), they would gladly give their 
consent. 

11 It is significant that Pericles entrusted him with the framing of the coosti
tution of Thourioi. 

14 Prt. 322C, D. It is suggestive to compare Protagoras' myth with the myth 
of the PolititllS and the comparable passage in uws 713B ff. In the former the 
~etting is man's struggle for sclf-preserV&tion: Prometheus' gift of fire and 
Hermes' gift of "reverence and justice" put into man's hands the two weapons 
that enable him to survive. Plato's aristocratic counterblast changes the setting 
so as to abstract entirely from the principle of human self-reliance and self-help. 
It harks back to the age of Ctonos where there is no struggle with nature (iravra 
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~ssiblc that a multitude in a state could ever acquire this [se. political] 
socncc?-By no means" (Pit. 292E, Fowler's tr.). Hence anything like 
contract theory of justice strikes Plato as a pernicious error. 16 How can 
men who do not know the natwc of justice establish a just state by common 
agreement? The only way to get justice is to recognize the fact that "some 
men arc by nature fitted to embrace philosophy and lead in the state 
while others are unfit to embrace it and must follow the leader" (R. 474C; 
cfi LJIW~. 

It follows that the absence of self-determination, so striking in the case 
of the slave, is normal in Platonic society. The fully enlightened aristocrats 
are a small minority of the whole population (,.g., Pit. 292E). All the rest 
arc in some degree douloi in Plato's sense of the word: they lack logos; they 
do not know the Good, and cannot know their own good or the good of 
the state; {291] their only chance of doing the good is to obey implicitly the 
commands of their superiors. Thus Plato s caks cwrcntly of • 
to the reasonable discipline of _rulers, human and divmc, ws, p~. 
and elders as scrvim~doukmm, Mui). 19 This usage is not without 
precedent. But Plato goes fanher in this direction than any earlier writer. 
It had been the proud boast of Aeschylus for his fellow-countrymen~ 
"They cannot be called the slaves of any man" (Pm. 242). It is hard to 
find an instance in fifth-century literatwe where doukia is used, as Plato 
uses it, in the sense of virtuous, amicable, and cheerful submission to 
constituted authority, without any of the grim associations of duresse and 
dishonor. Yet Plato's genial extension of the word to cover an honorable 
and even fortunate estate is amply justified by the premises of his own 
thought: The manual laborer, for example, is "weak by nature in the 

cnrr61,1CXTa yiywaila1 Tors Mp,:>1To1s, Pit. 2710; ~ ciq,8ol/Q n Kai cnrr61,1CmX 
irav-ra dxw, Laws, 713C), and where man's social life is directly under the care 
of divine beings (the "divine shepherd" of the Politit111, the "daemons" of the 
Laws). Here reverence and justice (L,,ws, 713E) are not the condition, but the 
product of good government; and good government means not self-govem
~e?t but government of the inferior by the superior, of the mortal by the 
d1vme. 

11 R. 3,9A, uu:s 889O-E: ~at justice rests on agreement is mentioned as part 
of a dangerous view, destrucnvc of morality and religion. Yet the idea of law 
as oweft1<11 ".'as so wid~pread that it invaded even the thought of its opponents: 
e.g., Plato himself ( Crtto ,20, '4C, cited above) and Aristotle (see Bonitz Index, 
729B ,3). ' 

~OOA, 701B, 11,0. 762E, 839C. 89QA. For some of these 
~::rerences, and for much else in this paper, I am indf!bted to G. R. Morrow's 

Plato and Greek Slavery", Mind, April, 1939. 

SLAVERY IN PLATO'S THOUGHT 

principle of the best." Left to himself, he could not rule himself J>ut would 
be ruled b.I_ his appetite~. What happier solution could there be than 
servitude to one who is strong in the principle of the best, "so that we 
may all be alike and friends so far as possible, all &,_overn,c,d. bJ cbc sa~ 
princi le"] 17 

When Plato speaks so innocently of the artisans of the R,p,J,Ji, as the 
"slaves" of the philosophers, he certainly does not mean to be taken 
literally .18 He neither means to degrade all artisans to the level of bond
men, nor to raise the social status of [292] the slave to that of the free 
laborer. There is not the slightest .indication, either in the R,p,J,Jie'' or any
where else, that Plato means to obliterate or relax .in any way that dis
tinction. Toe very opposite is the case. Professor .Morrow·~ admirable 
recent study has shown that Plato's law of slavery is 

0

not ~re but less 
liberal than cwrent Attic law; and in one important respect less liberal 
~y known slav.c J_qiclation-o(dassical ~lloi.ty. 20 Then what is the 
point of speaking so freely of all sorts and conditions of political sub
ordinates as douloil Toe po.int is not practical, but theoretical. It underlines 
the fact that, in principle, there is no difference in Plato's political theory 
between the relation of a master to his slave and of a sovereign to his 
subjects; or, as Aristotle put this Platonic doetrine: that "mastership 

17 R. ,90CD. (Jowett blurs the point by translating "servant" for Jotdos, 
h\uch as King James' translators often render "servant" for Jotdos: e.g., 
Matt. 20: 27, Mark 10: 44, Gal. 4: 1, Eph. 6: ,. Lindsay's translation is more 
exact.) This passage has never received the attention it deserves. B. Bosanquet is 
the only exception I know. He sees that "this is the essential basis of Aristotle's 
explanation ... of slavery," and accepts it in principle: "Plato's genenl ac
count of the spiritual relation of society to inferior or immature minds, and in 
some degree to all minds, is unimpeachable" (Cmnpanim to Plato's Rljnd,/ic, 1111 
/«.). I suppose that in terms of Bosanquet's political theory the philosopher 
would express the "real will" of the dou/4s. Hegel is more sophisrieated on this 
point. See his stricture on Platonic philosophy: "the principle of subjective 
freedom does not receive its due" (Philosoph] of Right, tr. by Dyde, par. 1s,, 
note. Cf. M. B. Foster, Th, Politiul Phi/Mophies of Plato aNI H,gd, Ch. iii). 
But it is significant that Hegel does not criticize Plato for his denial of the 
objectiw freedom of the working classes. Hegel's own political theory would 
hardly entitle him to make this criticism. 

11 As mistaken, for example, by W. L Newman, Tb, Po/ilia of AriJkitk, I, 
109-10, in a valuable reference to this passage, suggesting that this was "per
haps the source from which Aristotle derived his theory of natural slavery." 

11 On slavery in the Rlpublic see SER above. 
to "Plato and Greek Slavery," Mind, April, 1939. See pp. 194-98, and espe

cially p. 196. For a more dctailed discussion see the same author's PlakJ's L,,w 
of Sl4HrJ (University of Illinois Pttss, 1939). 
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[6mrcmla], statesmanship [,roAmia')] and kingship [~1ia')] arc the same 
thing."11 

In other words, Plato uses one and the same principle to interpret (and 
justify) political authority and the master's right to govern the slave, 
political obligation and the slave's duty to obey his master. His conception 
of all government (ar,hi, an/Nin) is of a piece with his conception of the 
government of slaves. Is this saying too much? One thinks of any number 
of important qualifications. 21 Y ct substantially the statement is true. One 
need only refer to thc/Poli1ic111 for the explicit statement that there is no 
other difference between the an of slaveowncr .!§_ecrn~ 259~_7] and 
king J~1K6s 259C2] than the size of their respective establishments. 

Whatever be the refinements of such a theory, it appears at once as a 
radical denial of dcmoaacy. It could no more account for the facts of 
dcmoaacic government in Athens, than the contract theorists could 
account for the fact of slavery. The [293) contract theorists generalized the 
government of the state by the demos for the demos. They verged on 
idealism at the point where they would substitute "man" for "citizen of 
Athens"; at that point they did not know what to do with slavery, and 
played with the subversive view that slavery was unnatural. 11 Plato, 
gencralinng the government of slave by master, was forced into the 
opposite conclusion that dcmoaacy was unnatural. Plato idealized the 
institution of slavery, the contract theorists the institution of dcmoaacy. 

11 Pol. 1253B18; 1252A8. That this is Plato's view is clear from Pit. 259_ru:. 
"It would be superfluous to detail these here. They are ob-rious to any 

I reader of the Rlp,Jhlic and the Ltlws, and I should not wish to belittle them. See 
especiallyJ. 547C. All I am suggesting here is that Plato uses one and the 
same principle to interpret (and justify) authority in the case of both master 
and statesman and obedience in the case of both slave and subject. 

11 Contract could only be the thinnest of disguises for force, on which slavery 
so obviously rested (see Pol. 12'5A5 ff.). To base slavery on agreement was to 
suggest the view that this agreement was unnatural and slavery invalid. How 
many of the contract theorists shared this view? We do not know. In the 
Polili&S (1253B21) Aristotle docs not name his opponents who flatly maintained 
that slavery is conventional and contrary to nature. See Grg. 484AB for Ca]. 
!ides' view that "natural justice" may be violated by slavery. Antiphon, the 
sophist, undercuts the distinction between noble and low birth, between Grcelc 
and barbarian tml ,ucm ,rma 1fa\lTES 61,10{c.>S 'IT'EfVKCXµEV (Dicls, B, 44, Fr. B, 
col. 2). The same principle would undercut slavery. Alcidamas, the pupil and 
successor of Gorgias, is said to have declared: "God left all men &cc; nature 
made no one a slave" (S&hol. on Rlxl. 1373B18). And a fragment of Philcmon, 
the comic poet (ed. Meineke, Fr. 39), runs: "Though one be a slave, he has the 
same flesh;/ By nature no one was ever born a slave." 
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Their conflicting idealism mirrored the real contradiction in Athenian 
society: a free political community that rested on a slave economy. 

II. SLAVERY IN PLATO'S COSMOLOGY 

Can we detect any higher ovcnones of the master-slave relation? Can 
we trace it in wholes of a different order than political society: in the human 
microcosm and in the physical macrocosm? One's attention is drawn in 
this direction by Plato's frequent references to ~the bod.I_ as the "slave" of 
the soul. That this is no mere figure of speech, but is meant to convey a 
serious philosophical truth, is clear from three considerations. (i) It stands 
as a formal premise in a metaphysical argument for the immortality of the 
soul in the Phtudo. 14 (ii) It is written into the physiology of the Timtma. 21 

(iii) It determines leading ideas [294) in Plato's ethics.ss Each of these 
matters deserves detailed discussion. But to keep this paper within reason
able limits, I proceed at once to Plato's application of the slave metaphor 
beyond anthropology to cosmology itself. 

Let us begin with the scene in the Phtudo where the Platonic Soaatcs 
explains that he turned away from Ionian physics, because it did not use 
the right method. The right method, suggested by Anaxagoras' now, but, 

H 79E-80A. It is because "nature ordains" that soul should be ruler, the body 
slave, and because authority ~d servitude are respectively "natural" for the 
divine and the mortal, that soul is 6~1ov TCfl ed<t> and body 61101ov TCfl ~. 

11 In the head, whose spherical form copies the shape of the universe, is 
placed "the divinest and holiest part" (452A), which is "lord [6eu ,ro1ovv] of all 
that is in us" (44D). The rest of the body is made to serve (4> Kai ,rav TO a&>pa 
~6oaav 1rn11peaiav ~): it is a vehicle (6x111JCX) for the head, supplementing 
the soul's two "divine revolutions" (44D) with the "six wandering motions" 
(44D8; ,f. 43B). The "mortal" part of the soul is housed apart "for fear of 
polluting the divine part" (69D); the neck was built as "an isthmus and boun
dary to keep the two apart" (69E). 

18 In the beginning of uws v, the whole rationale of virtue is reduced to 
these terms: "A man's own nature consists invariably of two kinds of elements: 
the stronger and better are lordly [&a-rr6(0VTO:] the weaker and worse are slaves 
[SoO>.a]; wherefore one must ever honour the lordly above the slavish elements 
in one's nature" (726). That is, honor the soul above the body and its pleasures 
and passions. In the RlfJtlhli& intemperance is described as insubordination of 
the appetites against the order of reason. It is "a meddlesomeness and inter-

• ference and rebellion of one part of the soul against the whole to gain a rule to 
which it has no right; that part indeed whose nature is such that it ought to be 
slave, while the other should never be slave, but ruler" (following Lindsay's 
translation of 444B, except after the semicolon, where he takes TOtOVTOV wros 
fWEt to refer to T4\ 6>.ct> instead of pipous nws). Similar expression in 442AB. 

-
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(2) The "secondary" cause, which is "necessary," irrational, fortuitous, 
and disordcrly.11 

The modem reader must find something baffling about this blend of 
necessity with chance in the secondary cause. For us the very idea of neces
sity implies necessary ordcr. 0 How conceive of necessary disorder without 
sclf-contradiction?H [296] 

I can think of one due: "The ideas of tloultia and ananl,,," writes 
George Thomson, "arc almost inseparable in Greek, the word ananl,, being 
constantly used to denote both the state of slavery as such, and also the 
torture to which the slaves were subjected."" No one, so far as I know, bas 
ever thought of interpreting the ananl,, of the Timaeus on the pattern of 
slavery. Yet Plato speaks of material necessity as a "servant" (VTl'Tlpnovcnv, 
460; VTl'TlpmlvaatS, 68E4) who, he also tells us, is "incapable of any 
logo; or nous about anything" (4604). But this, as we have seen, is the 
defining concept of the slave: a servant destitute of logos. Herc, I think, is 
the explanation we need. 

11 &vayxt1 (48A), fl Tfis &vayxt1s fV(flS (56C), TO 6vaylcaiov (68E), -ra 61' 
&va')'l(Tls (47E); 6acn 110v(&)&taai tpavfiCJK.>S TO wxbv maJm)V ~y~o,mx' 
(46E). Cf with this last Phil. 2806, 7. 

11 In the ensuing discussion I am not speaking of Plato's concept of necessity 
as a whole. I am excluding from the discussion logical necessity. Like everyone 
else, Plato identifies this with rational order. He uses constantly ~. 
~Tov, etc. tQmarJuhe. cogency and e.ridwg(. dcduaixe cooclusion 
e.g., Grg. 475A-C; Phatdo 91E; Phil. 40C; Ti. 53C). This kind of a,um/u is at 

the other extreme from the 11nanlt, of the secondary cause. Logical necessity is 
explicitly opposed to verisimilitude (Thttlit. 162E), while verisimilitude is the 
charaaeristic mood of all discourse about the material world (Ti. 29C; and 
53D tcaTa TOV IJIT' 4vayxt1S dKOTa Mlyov). This bifurcation of 11nanlu into formal 
order and material disorder is conserved by Aristotle. His view is tersely stated 
and acutdy discussed by D. M. Balme in the Gass. Q1111mrly, Oct., 1939: 
"Ananke does not govern sequences: there is no transeunt causality inherent 
in the material," p. 130. 

11 In Plato'; Cmmology (162 ff.) F. M. Cornford throws some light on this 
problem. He points out that to Plato, as to Aristotle, chance does not mean the 
opposite of necessity, but the opposite of purpose. Thus a "necessary accident" 
means to both any uruntended, but unavoidable, circumstance involved in the 
execution of a plan. This does explain the element of compulsion in ananlu. 
But it does not explain the element of disorder. 

" Tht ORESTEIA of Auehy/llJ, n, 345, (Cambridge, 1938). The association 
of the two words follows naturally from their obvious meaning. Aristotle de
fines ananlu (in the sense of compulsion: Tl'iv yap (~(&)&v apxfiv, Tl'iv ,rapa Tl'iv 
6pµt'iv '1 fµiro61,ovaav '1 Ktvoiiaav, &vaytc,iv MyollEV (Ni&. Eth. 1224Bn); while 
the common view of do11uitl, as Aristotle reports it, is TO ,;;v 111'1 ~ ~MTCXI 
(Pol. 1317B13). 
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The idea of "disorderly necessity" strikes us as a .Bat selfcontradiction 
because we think of necessity in terms of a mechanical instrument whose 
~otions follow a stria mechanical order; that order is inherent• in the 
JnStrument, an~ we can only _use_ the instrument in so far as we respect its 
order. Plato thinks of necessity m terms of a "Jiving instrument," whose 
use does not seem to depend on our understanding of its own intrinsic 
order: but rather on our ability to "persuade" it to follow our own purpose. 
~n this case the order does not seem to be in the instrument but in us. This 
IS the very image that occurs to Aristotle when he piaures the teleological 
order of the universe: "But it is as in a house, where the freemen are least 
at liberty to a~ at random, but all things or most things are already ordered 
for them, while th~ slaves and the beasts do little for the common good, 
for the most part live at random.'' 16 The slave does not share of his own 
accord the order of the common life. Left to himself he would "wander" 
off_into disorder." Order, which [297] he could not originate himself, must 

be 1mpo~ upon ~im, preferably by persuasion or, failing this, by coercion. 
The Demiurge, bemg the wisest of masters, need not resort to coercion at 
all: he "persuades necessity" (48A2) and makes it his "willing" slave 
(56C5). The notion of "persuading necessity" and the implied idea of 
"compelling necessity" make sense only if one keeps steadily in mind the 
slave metaphor. Persuading the law of gravitation does not make sense. 
Persuading a slave does. 

To appreciate the importance of this development one must see it in 
historic perspeaive. The slave metaphor occurs at the very point where 
Plato turns consciously away from the cosmology of his predecessors.11 

11 
M,1. 107'.A.19. Cf. 6-n hvxw and ti 1u11.-nx1 of this passage wilh TO TVXW 

muKTOv of Ti. 46E5. 
11 

Bue_ the slave's behavior is not utter disorder. It is only disorderly from the 
stan~pomt of the superior order intended by the master . .At the price of in
COOSlStcncy Plato is true to this feature of the slave-metaphor maintaining 
that ~c primord~al chaos had crude "traces" of the elegant ~rder that the 
Demiurge was to unpress upon it at acarion: TII" ~Tl&it"'l" vypaivolJMlv 
xal TNpovµM)v xal Tilis )'Tis n xa1 &ipoS ~ &xollMlv, KCXI c5aa @.Aa TOVTOIS 

~ ~ naaxowav (Ti. 52DE). The Jase clause is particularly important, 
for lt reco~cs an order of causal implication /,,for, the chaos had been "in
~orm_ed ;-11th shapes and numbers" (53B). Yet Plato can only explain causal 
unplicauon thro11gh the Forms: e.g., the necessary connection between fire and 
heat, .snow and col~ (PhMdo 103C ff.). This is pare of a larger contradiction in 
Plato s thought which I have noted in "The Disorderly Motion in the Ti1114ios " 
p. 76-7, Gtus. Q1111r11rly, .April, 1939. ' 

17 
See W. H. Heidel, mpl tvcnc.>s, Prot. Am. A.,lld. o,f A.rts mu/ Scimcu Jan 

191Q ' • 
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From the very beginnings of Ionian thought r111ional and immanml necessity 
had been an integral feature of the concept of nature. Recall, for example, 
the saying of Anaximander that things come into existence and perish "as 
it is ordained; for they make satisfaction and reparation to one another for 
their injustice according to the order of time. " 11 To express natural neces
sity this early Milesian borrows words from the government of man. But 
that is, of course, no more than what we must still do today when we 
speak of the "laws" of nature. What is important is rather the absence of 
any suggestion of a superior agency to issue ordinances and enforce 
reparations. On the contrary, Anaximandcr excludes the intervention of a 
superior order in the course of nature by endowing nature itself with the 
attributes of divinity: it is infinite, immortal, indestructible.19 Thinkers as 
opposed to one another [298] as the Ionian Heraclitus and the Italian 
Parmenides40 preserve this feature of Anaximander's thought. Some verbal 
expressions may suggest the opposite. But a closer examination shows how 
firmly they adhere to the notion of autonomous nature. When Heraclitus 
says, for example, "The sun will not overstep his measures (µhpa] else 
the Erinycs, the assistants of Justice, will find him out" Justice and the 
Erinyes stand for no independent entity; they simply express the inevita
bility of the pattern that fire follows in its unceasing transformations, 
"kindled in measure [Slhpa], and extinguished in measure."" Likewise 
when Parmenides writes, "strong '"w"" ~ it in. .the. .bonds.cl the 
.§!iit," 41111111nlt1 is 11Cither SUJ>!-rior nor inferior to the inflexible rationa!!_ty 
of existence, but simply identical with rt. 

18 Diels, B, 1. 

n Ibid., B, 3. (Cf. my "Equality and Justice in Early Greek Philosophy," 
Gass. Phil., 42 [1947), 156-78 at 168 ff. on .Anaximander, and 174 ff. on ''The 
Naturalization of Justice.") 

,o This connection of Parmenides with .A.naximander was suggested to me by 
Werner Jaeger's remark: "he also calls it (sc. """"k,) dik, or •oir11, obviously 
11nder Anaximander's inffucnce," P11uku,, Eng. tr., p. 174. 

u DieJs, B, 94 and 30. Cf. also B, 80: "strife is justice." The conflict of the 
clements ("war") itself produces its own order. So again in B, 53: "War is 
father of all and king of all; some he has made gods and some men, some slaves 
and some free." .A question might arise over B, 41: "the thought (g,,oml) which 
steers (~pvricn:) all things through all things." Is this governing thought an 
extraneous, superior factor? OcarJy not, if one compares B, 64, "the thunder
bolt that steers (olaidl;Et) the course of all things" with B, 66: "Fire in its ad
vance will judge and convict all things" (Bumet's tr. following Dicls): the 
"thought" is inherent in the fire; like "justice" above, simply another expres
sion for the relentless orderliness of fire. 

u Dicls, B, 30 J. 31; cf. 11. 14 and 37. 
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theory of the state." The first gives rise to the second, and each to atheism. 
The basic error is the idea that physical bodies "arc moved by the inter
play of their respective forces, according as they chance to come together 
and somehow combine fittingly" (889B)60; in other words, that nature is 
a self-regulating system, and is not governed by the an of a divine mind. 
This implies that the stars are products of a natural process, not gods, but 
inanimate material bodies (886DE; 889B ). It implies further that legislation 
(like every other an) is a late product of the same process, so that laws are 
not absolute commands, but man-made agreements (889C-890E). Instead 
of deriving the laws [300] from the gods, this impious view derives the gods 
from the laws, and variable laws at that. 

To refute all this Plato maintains that the soul is the first cause of all 
physical motions. His elaborate argument need not be examined here. We 
need only note that the point of his thesis is to prove that the soul, being 
"older" than the body, has the right to "rule" the body.11 And what he 
means by the soul's "rule" is clear from a parallel passage in the Ti1111Um 
(34C): soul is tksJ!!.il; it rules the body as master rules slave. If he can -
prove this, Plato feels he has destroyed Ionian materialism. He can then 
have everything his own way: that soul or souls direct every bodily motion 
(896DE); that the stars have soul or souls and are divine (898D-899B); 
and that, in shon, "all things are full of gods" (899B). Thus cosmology 
suppons religion by establishing the existence of its gods. n And the link 
between religious cosmology and political religion is the slave metaphor. 

" How easily this point may be missed is clear &om A. E. Taylor's para
phrase of this passage (in the Introduction to his translation of the uws, Iii): 
"Plato's view is that atheism is the produa of two historical factors, the cor
porealism of the early Ionian men of science ... , and the ·sophistic' theory 
of the purdy conventional and rdative charaac:r of moral distinctions." But 
the text says nothing about "two historical faaors." It is the same people (the 
~I ~5pes of 888E) whose cosmology is expounded in 889B-D and whose 
politics is given in 889D-890A. 

10 Cf. Sph. 26~C:S-8: 'f4i -rwv iro?J.C>v 56yµcrn Kai pfian-n ){PC&)IJEVOI ••• fflV 

fWIV ClVTQ ywvciv lfflO Tl\loS atiias avTOl,laTIJS Kai 4VEV 51avolas cp\JOVCJT15 . . . 
ll E.g., 892A: l't"'Xi'll ws h, ,rpc.:,-ro1s to-rt aw1,1crrwv, 11,1,rpoa&v 1TavTWV 

yn,c>l,!Mlv, whence it is assumed by a simple conjunction (Kai) that it rules 
every bodily change. The inference &om superior age to the right to rule is 
made explicit in Tm 34(:. 

12 The "gods according to the laws": 88~B, 890AB, 904A. Serious confusion 
results when this limitation is not recognized. Laws x docs not even attempt to 
prove the existence of the Dcmiurge, who is nevc:r mentioned among the 
official divinities. 
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Ill. PLATO AND ARISTOTLE 

Any discussion of Plato's views on slavery invites comparison with the 
most famous text of antiquity on this topic~~ fi_w hook of the Pqlilics. 
Aristotle's polemic is mainly directed against those who hold that slavery 
is contrary to naturc.61 The word "nature" is used here in at least three 
senses: a moral, a biological, and a cosmological one. The first states the 
dnnonstrandum of Aristotle's argument; the latter two decide the demon
stration. To pr,,,,,: that slavery is natural, in the sense of being good and 
just:" good for the master, to whom it provides a necessary instrument 
(1253B23 ff.); good also for the slave, 15 whose intelleaual deficiency is 
supplemented by the master's superior reason.18 This is proved first by the 
contention that the [301) difference of master and slave, commensurate 
with that of soul and body or of man and beast (1254B17), is a congenital 
one: "some things are marked out from the moment of birth to rule or to 
be ruled" (12541123). This is the part of Aristotle's argument that has 
given greatest offense to posterity and thus attracted widest attention. 
Yet no less important in Aristotle's eyes is the metaphysical sanction of 
slavery. The difference between master and slave, he holds, is natural 
because it follows a pattern that pervades all nature: "because in every 
composite thing, where a plurality of partS, whether continuous or dis
crete, is combined to make a single common whole, there is always found 
a ruling and a subject factor, and this characteristic of living things is pre
sent in them as an outcome of the whole of nature [h< -ri\s arTClOllS 
cpVCJ'E(A)S)."57 

Now let us ask: What is there in this argument that Plato too could not 
have said in full consistency with his own ideas about slavery? It is, of 

u ,rapa tV01V "tO 5Ecrn6(av, 12:13B20. 
14 ~Tiov Kai Sbanov, 12:14Al8. 
u "'°'' &ou>.01 ols ~Tiov lo-nv &pxecr9cn 'l'tllm)v -rl\v &J>x1'v, 12:14B19. 
11 12:12A31; cf. Ni&. Blh. 1161A3:I-Bl. 
17 12:14A29-32, Rac.kham's tr. Other passages too show that Aristotle thinks 

of slavery not as an isolated fact but as a special instance of a general relation 
which connects slavery with his whole philosophic system: e.g., Em/. Blh. 
1249B6 ff., Ni& Blh. 1161A32 ff. 

The analogy of the master-slave to the soul-body relation enables us to con
nect it with the most general pattern of Aristotelian metaphysics, the relation 
of form to matter. Soul is the form of the body, and body the matter of the 
soul (tll An. 412A16). And since Iv ,i\ OATJ "tO 6vaytaxov, "tO 6' ~ MKa Iv ~ 
>.6yct> (Phys. 200A14), the Aristotelian contrast of mechanism to teleology is, 
as in Plato, analogous to the contrast of slave to master. 
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course, the A B C of exegesis to distinguish between what a w.rlt« has 
sai an w the could have said or ought to have said. That the 

Platonic dialogues give us no equivalent to the first booi of the Po/ilia 
points to a difference of temper between Plato's and Aristotle's views 
which must not be minimized. Nevertheless when we have made full 
allowance for this difference, we must still observe a fact which has escaped 
the notice of many modem interpreters and might modify their conclusions 
about Plato's moral and social philosophy: that in every one of these three 
_points Plato would have to agree with his pupil's argument in defence of 

slavery: 

(1) that s~ ii gogd-.for the.. .swie (as well as for the master): 
better to be ruled by an alien reason, tha.g__p.gr m '3c Nied ½r sasoo at 
all ~on I of this paper); 

(2) that this difference in intellectual and social status rests on a 
diversity of native endowment: nature is the original factor [302) in 
differentiating the philosopher from the producer and a fortiori from 

the slave;" 

(3) that this difference only repeats on the human plane a pattern 
writ large over the cosmos:_!9.C.mastc(s benevolent reason J?_Crsuading 

...w_ slave's irrational force fulfils a function analogous to that of the 
Dcmiurgc, persuading towards the Good the irrational anankt of the 
material universe (Section II of this paper). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This study docs not suggest that Plato deduced his political theory, his 
psychology, or his cosmology from his concept of slavery. No such 
deduction is to be found in his writings, and it is profitless to speculate 
about the unpublished adventures of his mind. What it docs suggest is 
that his views about slavery, state, man, and the world all illustrate a single 
hierarchic pattern, and that the key to the pattern is in his idea of logos 
with all the implications of a dualist cpistemology.19 The slave lacks logos; 
so docs the multitude in the state, the bod.I. in man, and material necessity -

.a See the use of fVC11S, ..:,W, etc. in R. 370AB, 374E-376C, 428E9, 4310, 
:190C3· Pit. 301E, 309AB, 310A; Laws 81:IC. 

n I ~efer to the separation (xc.,p1aµos) of the Forms &om the particulars. 
Attempts to explain this away have been made by Natorp, C. Ritter, and 
many others. They arc not convincing. See F. M. Cornford, Pkllo's Thm] oJ 
Knowledgr, 2 If., and Plato and Parmn1idts, 74 ff. 
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., in the universe. I.ct to itself each of these would be disorderly and vicious 
in the sense of that uncranslacably Greek word...J;Jh:il. Order is impo~ 
upon them by a benevolent superior: master, guardian, mind, dcmiurgc. 
Each of these rules (~xe1v) in his own domain. The common title to 
authority is the possession of logos. In such an intellectual scheme slavery 
is "natural": in perfect harmony with one's notions about the nature of the 
world and of man. 

There is another world-view that is c antithesis of Platonic idealism, 
and would be persecuted in the Platonic utopia as false, wicked, impious, 
subversive. eo It is associated wi~Ionia,u physics61 ~d the contract theory 
of the.state. It is scientific in (303] temper, empirical in its theory of knowl

-edgc, democratic in its political sympathies. Plato and others of his class 
complained that democracy was much too lenient with slaves. n They 
never went so far as to charge what seems so evident to us today: that a 
consistent democratic philosophy would repudiate slavery altogether. (304] 

POSTSCRIPT (1959)• 

In the twenty years which have passed since I wrote this paper I have 
learned and unlearned things which would lead me to express myself 
differently on some topics. I do not mean that there arc statements in this 
paper which I now think false. I mean only that some of them carry differ
ent shadings of emphasis than would seem to me proper now, and a few 
may leave a wrong impression on the reader's mind. For example, I speak 
of Protagoras (p. 152) as a "democratically minded theorist." This is vague 
enough to fall safely short of saying what I would now believe to be 
definitely false: that the philosophy of Protagoras provided either necessary 
or sufficient conditions for holding that democracy is the best form of 
government possible for Greeks at this time. I could not even now say 
that Protagoras himself thought that his philosophy provided such condi-

'° 1.Aws 891B; 907D ff. Cf. Grace's Pltuo m, 406 ff. in the 186'.5 edition. See 
also B. Farrington's Sdmt, 11nd Po/ilia;,, 1h, .A.11,imt World, London, 1939. I 
owe much to this stimulating essay. 

11 Is "Ionian" unnecessarily restrictive? "All the men who have ever yet 
handled physical investigation" constitute the fountain-head of impious un
reason (LAws 891C} denounced by the Athenian sttangcr. 

11 R. '.563B; "The Old Oligarch," .A.th. Pol. 1. 10 ff.; Aristotle, Pol. 1313B3'.5, 
1319B28. 

• This was added when the above essay was reprinted in M. I. Finley, editor, 
S41wry in Classiflll '1111Uf"i1J (Cambridge, England, 1960). 

SLAVERY IN PLATO'S THOUGHT 

tions. That he was held in high repute by responsible democrats, like 
Pericles, is certainly "significant," as I say in note B. It may be taken as 
evidence of personal sympathy for democracy, but scarcely even of 
personal commitment to it. Any reader interested in m~ ~rc~nt as~ssmc~t 
of the philosophy of Protagoras {though without cxpliot d1SCUSS1on of its 
political implications) may consult my lnttoduccion to Plato's Protagoras, 

Liberal Arts Press, New York, 1956. 
I am also uneasy about my remarks on "immanent necessity" in Hera

clitus at page 157 and note 41. It is true that the fire which "govcms" the 
world is immanent in the world, since it is a part of the world; and that 
the orderliness of fire is immanent in fire, since it is the product of its own 
"wisdom". But then the orderliness of water and earth ( the other two main 
constituents of the Heraclitcan world) is somehow imparted lo them by 
fire, hence is not purely immanent in thnn; I say "somehow," for the way 
in which this is supposed to happen is not clear. 

As for the "slave metaphor" in Plato, I do believe that it illuminates 
important aspects of Plato's thought which do not otherwise make sense 
or as good sense. But I would gladly confess that there arc many, and 
equally important, aspects of Plato's thought which this metaphor docs 
not illuminate. I would not wish to suggest that slavery is th, keJ to Plato's 
philosophy. There are many locks in this marvelously complex and delicate 

~anism, and I know of no one key, or set of keys, that opens all of 
them. Of the statements I make on this topic, the one which stands in 
greatest need of correction is the following, on page 156: "The notion of 
'persuading necessity' and the implied idea of 'compelling necessity' make 
sense only if one keeps steadily in mind the slave metaphor." If this sug
gests, as in its context it well may, that the Demiurgc ,ould have "com
pelled" necessity had he so chosen, the suggestion would be groundless, 
indeed inconsistent with Plato's conception of the Demiurgc. I should 
also disclaim the suggestion that "persuading necessity" makes sense onlJ 

in terms of the slave metaphor. 
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the rule of order, the contrary of the irresponsible tyranny; a term that 
might have been used by both parties that were opposed to Hippias." 1 

Gomme gave no evidence at the time to support this pronouncement; he 
was reserving it doubtless for the second volume of his Historical Commm
tary on Tlmcydid,s. • So I took no account of his opinion in a paper on 
"Isonomia" I published in 19,3. 7 I did allude in it to the logically related 
view that isonomia meant no more than "equality before the law." This had 
enjoyed considerable currency at one time. But I had thought that strong, 
indeed conclusive, reasons against it had been (1) already given, notably by 
Ehrenberg in his RE article on "lsonomia."1 Referring to Ehrenberg then 
for this point, I felt free to devote my paper to other matters. 

Rereading it now, nearly ten years later, I feel that one of the major items 
of unfinished business left over from it is the issue raised by Gomme's dis
sent. For this concerns not a detail but the fundamentals of our conception 
of the role of isonomia in the political thought of the classical period. If it 
means what Gomme thought it did, much of what has been written on the 
subject by others as well as myself is falseor at least misleading. How widely 
bis view is now shared I have no way of knowing. Nor would this be of 
any great consequence. In such a case numbers count for nothing. What 
does matter is that such a view could have been held, with such depth of 
conviction, by a scholar who, in addition to his great learning, had a critical 
intelligence of the first order. From this I can only infer that foll justice has 
yet to be done to the other side of the controversy-that either the thesis 
has not been stated with the greatest attainable precision or the full weight 
of the evidence it commands has not yer been added to the balance. I have 
no confidence that I can make up for all this here. But I can at least try to 
bring out some things which do not seem to have been said, or said as 
fully as they should be. Moreover I am only too glad to have this oppor
tunity to remedy one of the main deficiencies of "lsonomia": its treat· 
ment of the apparent counter-examples, oligarchia isonomos in Thucydide$ 
(3.62.3), Isocrates' appliation of it to Sparta (P;nalh. 178) and Plato's to 

1 Gass. Rlfl., 63 (1949), p. 125. 
• Oxford 1956, pp. 1~10, 347, 379-80, 542. I shall refer to it hereafter by 

"C.Omm. II." Lest my conaoversial differences with it give anyone a false idea 
of my esteem for this work and for its author, let me say once for all that I 
consider this one of the finest achievements of English-speaking classical 
scholarship in our century. 

7 Amtr. }rt1I. Philo/. 64 (1953), pp. 337-66. I shall refer to this paper here
after by title only. 

1 Pauly-Wissowa, ~ lmty(I., Suppl. VII, cols. 293 ff., at cols. 295 ff. 
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the aristocratic Athens of the Mnuxtnus (239A). The second and, still 
more, the third of these I handled in a brusque, short-winded, almost short
tempered, way, for which I now beg leave to make amends. This I shall 
do in Part Two: its longest section (III) I shall devote to the passage in 
the Mnuxmus, which presents fascinating problems all of its own. Ia Part 
One I shall deal with Herodotus and, much more briefly, with the earlier 
texts. (2] 

PART ONE 

In the Debate in Herodotus (3.80.2-82.~) the constitution "which has9 the 
fairest of all names..,_ iso11011lia," is identified with democracy in the most 
positive and unmistakable way. It is that which exists where "the manage
ment of public affairs is made common" 10 and "the J?_owcr is ghrCD. to the 
masses," 11 where "the masses rulc," 11 and do so through the charaacristic 
devices of the democratic polis: magistrates are appointed by lot 11 and their 

official acts arc subject to the e111hy,,a"; proposals on matters of public 
policy are ref erred for decision to the assembly. 16 Imm the omission of 
dnnokraJia throughout the whole of the Debate we may inf a that the word 
had not yet come into u~• when this text was written by Herodotus or 

• Note that the spealcer is not suggesting that he is undertaking to give it 
this name, but that this is the name it already has. 

11 Is llioov ••• Kc:na.9Etva, Ta 'fl'p,'iyl,ICX'TIX 3.80.2. (Herc, and occasionally 
hereafter, I allow myself a rather free translation of the Greek, in order to 
make my text read more smoothly.) 

11 Is TO '11'>.i\Sos ... tpipl1v TO tcpaTOS, 3.81.1. 
11 '11'>.i\Sos 6pxov 3.80.6; 6ft'10V ..• ~XOVTOS, 82.4. 
u ira>.Ct> ~ 6p){at 6pxE1, 3.80.6. One of the hallmarks of democracy: Plato, 

R. "7.A, Pit. 289D; and cf. the reference to Laws 7'9B, at n. 73, below. 
H V'lml.9vvov st 6px1'!v ~XEI, 3.80.6. a. 6vw.9vvc.>, of the tyrant, 80.3. 
n jx,vAEvl,ICX'TIX St 'fl'avTa ~ TO K01vov 6vatpipl1, 3.80.6. The one major demo

cratic institution to which Otanes makes no explicit reference is the participa
tion of the tinnos in the adminisaation of justice. This is doubtless implied. 
CT., e.g., Arist., Pol. 1298.A 4 ff.: the sovereign power deliberates (jx,vMV61,1EVOV) 
about judicw matters (mp( .9ava-TOv KCII fVYT\s Kai 6111,1EWE<A>S) no less than 
about war, alliances, etc., and the audit of magisaates. 

11 a. CD, p. 6. The same conclusion is reached on independent (purely 
linguistic) grounds by A. Debrunner, op. dt. The cadicst e_p~a.l!biw occur
rence of ~c word would be in the Athenian decree concerning Colophon (ca. 
460 B. C.) (G 11 1,, line 37: Kai 8r1,10[Kp<rrlav o(J Kat'W\vcrc.>], if the restoration 
is sounT; it is retained in B. D. Meritt, H. T. Wade-Gery, and F. McGregor, 
The Athenian Trib111t Lists (Princeton, 1939-H), Vol. 2, p. 69, and is appar
ently endorsed by M. Ostwald, "Athenian Legislation Against Tyranny," 
TAPh.A 86 (19,,), pp. 103 ff., at p. 113, n. 51. 
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his sourcc.17 For the Debate goes on for several paragraphs, offering re
peated opportunities for the use of absttaa names for each of the three 
constitutions under discussion. The writter makes ample use of such names 
for the other two: he uses mo11nar&hie four times, tyrn11is once, oligarchi1 
five times. If he had dnnokralia he would surely have [3] used it at least 
once, instead of resorting to obvious makeshifts such as the descriptive 
phrase,~~µov 6pxov-ros, u or else the concrete 6iiµcs, forcing it to do dou
ble duty and stand for both the ruling power in a demoaacy and the 
constitutional form of its rule. 19 Why then did he not employ iso11omia for 

17 I mention the possibility that Herodotus was drawing on an earlier source, 
(which, if true, would strengthen my argument for the early currency of iso
nomia as a name for democracy) but put no weight on it, for lack of evidence. 
For a survey of the literature and a judicious conclusion see K. Wiist, Poli
tis&hes Dmkm b,i HmJdot (Diss., Munich, 193,), pp. 47 ff. Sophistic irflucnce 
on Herodotus is generally admitted (especially during his residence in Athens 
before he joined her Panhellenic colony at Thurioi: in this conncccion it is 
extremely likely that he knew Protagoras, who took a part in drafting the 
legislation for the colony [Heraclcides Pont. ap. Diogenes Lacttius 9.,o]). 
There is good reason to think that at 3.108 Herodotus is echoing a Protagorean 
source (cf. my "On the Pre-History in Diodorus," A]P 67 [1946], pp. ,1 ff., 
at pp. 56-57). We may suspca that he is doing the same thing in this Debate, 
but lack the materials to prove this. Hence we had best spealc of it as a con
jecture (so Larsen, CD, p. 4.). T. B. L. Webster, Politi,111 lntnpr,14/ions ;,, 
Grttk Littrattm (Manchester, 1948), p. 49, cites the Debate as a "genuine 
memory of Protagoras" on the ground that it represents monarchy as another 
form of government "beside tyranny, democracy, and oligarchy." If mon
archy were so represented, the indebtedness to Protagoras would still be con
jectural: we have no evidence that he invented or even expounded this idea. 
In any case, as Wiist points out (op. al., pp. ,1 and ,9), it is the sam, form of 
government, one-man rule, which is attacked by Otanes and Megabyzus, and 
defended by Darius. This is clear from the nomenclature: Otanes uses 1/,0UV· 
apxov (80.2) and wpawov (80.4) interchangeably, and uses the horrors of 
tyranny to disaedit 1,1ovvapxl11 at 80.3. 

11 82.4 These genitives here do the same job which was done by lv l>MyapXhJ 
in the period which starts at 82.3. 

11 Thus in 6fi1JCt> ... xpaa.9<.w at 3.81.3 (where the use of 6i\1,1cs in the 
purely conactc sense would have required the spealcer to supply something 
like ~XoVTI), and in 6fi1,10v TE aplO"TOV Kai 6~1yapxl11s Kai IIOWOPXOV at 82.1 
(where all three terms stand for the constitutions, not merely for those who 
rule in them). Larsen (CD, p. 6, n. 6; and "The Judgment of Antiquity on 
Democracy," CP 49 (19,4), pp. 1 ff., at p. 14, n. 2) has invalidated much sup
posed evidence for the view that 6f\l,IOS could be used to mean "democracy." 
I now agree with him that in 6f\l,IOV KcnaAvuv (or K<XT<XmXVav) 6f\l,IOS need not 
refer to demoaacy as a form of government in sharp distinction from the 
people who rule under this form. He might have cited the rcpcatcd disjunc-
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this purpose if, as we have just seen, it names demoaacy unambiguously? 
-Because it would not have suited the other two speakers in the Debate. 20 

We can tell from their diction how sensitive to the evaluative overtones of 
names for constitutions are these Greek sophists who masquerade as Per
sian nobles. The advocate of one-man rule, Darius, speaks consistently of 
"monarchy" and "monarch"; "tyranny" and "tyrant" are used only by his 
opponents. 11 Megabyzus, defending oligarchy, avoids the word; for "Let 
us set up an oligarchy" he says, "Let us select the best men and give them 
the power." 11 So it (4) is perfectly understandable that the two detractors of 
popular government should have screened out isonomia from their speeches. 
If the word had half the glamor Otanes claimed for it, they would have 
served his cause, not theirs, by employing it. 

Herodotus makes three more uses of our word in the course of the His
tory. Two of them o~ his account of the Ionian revolt: Maeandrius 
offers to abandon the tyranny and proclaim isonomia to the Samians 
~; Aristagoras abolishes tyranny to establish isonomia in Miletus 
and other Ionian cities J,.37.2). Here the word is used in strongest opposi-

tions in the recently published inscription of the dcaec of Eucrates (Hup,ria 
21 (19,2), pp. 3,,-,9; TOV 6ij1,10V Ti:w 'AS,ivalc.w '1 "fflV s,woiqxrrlav "fflV 
'A.9i\VT)Cnv ICCl"Ta).UC7T11, lines 8-10; much the same at lines 12-14), where it is 
certain that Sijµov KCXTWt.V£1v docs not mean the same thing as 6111.1otcperrla11 
ICCl"Ta).<i£w, else the juxtaposition of the two expressions would be a pure re
dundancy. On the other hand, it would be well to recognize (I) that 6fill0S 
was used at times in the fourth century to mean purely and strictly the demo
cratic constitution: e.g., ,-wv 1ro>.1n1ani [d6Tt) Svo, 6illl0S Kai 6>.1yaPX,la, Pol. 
1290A16; other examples in Bonitz, Index .Aris1'J11liau, 176b 1, ff.; and (II) 
that in the earlier legal documents which speak only of KaTQ).ucns TOO 6{iµov 
(so rnl ICCl"Ta).vcm TOO S{il,IOV in the Bouleutic Oath, ap. Dcmosth. 24. 144, 
which I take to be part of the original oath mentioned in Arist., .A.th. Pol. 22.2), 
almost ecrtainly because their writers did not have Sfll,IOl<p(rTla in their vocab
ulary (note the three uses of this in the dcaec of Demophantus, ap. Andoc. 
1.96), dnnos was used as a kind of hybrid, standing for both the ruling people 
and the form of their rule, and hence to that extent made to do the job which 
the abstract dnnokratw did more efficiently and unambiguously later on. 

20 They being the only ones who would have had the occasion to use it as 
their speeches have been composed: the makeshifts to which I have just re
ferred all occur in the second and third speeches. 

11 And cf. n. 17 mb Ji,,., above. 
11 3.81.3. He docs not use clcPJqT9J(Q(XTla, which would have suited him admir

ably (cf. J. de Romilly, "Le Oasscment des Constitutions jusqu'1 Aristote," 
REG 72 (19,9), pp. 81 ff., at p. s,), because he docs not have i~ word is 
later than Herodotus, and is even absent from ps.-Xen.1 .A.th. ~ where we 
wowd~crtainly ~ it. 
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the first word in its composition that whatever the compound might mean 
this would involve some application or specification of the notion of equal
ity. And this is amply sufficient to mark off etymologically the meaning of 
iso,,omi4 from that of dnnokrali4, which docs not mention equality, 38 as 
iso,,omi4 docs not mention the people's (7) rule. And there is another differ
ence between the two words which affects profoundly their connotations. 
Demokrati4 is a utility word. It would be hard to imagine a simpler, more 
exact, and more serviceable label for the Greek form of popular govern
ment.•~ 1JonatJ1«1 belongs to a totally different sort of linguistic genre. It 

11 The form of government named by dnnokratia has, of course, a strong 
commitment to the principle of equality (cf. notes 109 and 110 below). But 
there is all the difference in the world between what is mentioned by a lin
guistic term and what is implied by the concept named by the term. When 
aitics of d«:°1ocracy impugn its profession to be an equal government they 
do not assail the word. Thus pseudo-Xenophon, complaining that in democ
racy 6 6i\110$ 11':>.iov fxu TWV )'lWCli(l)V, etc., A.th. Pol. 1.1, docs not suggest for 
a moment that dnnokratia is a misnomer. Aristotle, holding more moderately 
that democracy need not be "equal" government, docs not say that when 
aiJ ica91crra01 ICOM\V 1TOA1-mav ov6' fOT}v, Pol. 1296A30, the dcmoaats belie the 
name of their constitution, but its "law," i.e. the constitutional principle of 
the "first" (and best) kind of democracy, fl ).fyoJJMl l,IQ).1crra 1ecrra TO laov: 
laov yap q,1101v 6 110110$ 6 -rils TOl<l\1"1'1lS 6111,101<pCXTlas that neither rich nor poor 
should be the masters, but 6i.iolovs 6µf0Tlpovs, 1291B30-34. 

17 The ambiguity in 6i\110$ (pkbs or po/lflllls) is all to the good. Opponents 
of ~cmocracy can take it in the first sense (cf. ps-Xco. in the preceding note), 
while thoughtful democrats can invoke the second: so Athenagoras in Thuc. 
6.39.1, lye.> & f"llll ... 6i\1JOV ~av ~µau-Sat. This ambiguity might even 
have been a reason for the shift to the concrete demos from the abstract quan
tifiers in the progression, IJ0VQf)Xla. c!v.1yapxla, 51ll,IOl<pCXTla: dnnOJ would cover 
both of the theoretical possibilities, "many" and "all," left over from "one" 
and "a f~" in the first two terms of the series; both possibilities apply in 
d~ocrat1c govcrnm~t, since all share in basic rights and the m11jority ("many") 
dcadc. -The assumpaon that dnnOJ can have only the first SC'nsc has been read 
into the analysis of Thuc. 2.37.1 most recently by I. Th. Kakridis, in his notable 
monograph, Dtr Th11kyditki1thl Epi11tphiOJ, Zctcmata 26 (Munich, 1961), p. 2~ 
(hereafter I shall refer to this by "Kalcridis"). He thinks that in 1,1mOT1 'll'CXOl TO 
laov democracy "outstrips" its name, which would have committed it rather 
to TO laov for the 'll'MiOVES only. He cites 6i\1,1011 ~inrav from Thuc. above 
only to dismiss it as idiosyncratic (because of~ f'\1,1(), failing to consider 
(I) the long-standing use of dnnOJ with just this sense (cf. Callinus, £rag. 1, 
6-filJCtl at v. 16 = Aa4> O\llffl1XIITI at v. 18; Plato, Pit. 298C, av~cn 6' mc>.11crlav 
fll,li.w CMWv, fi 0\/lffl<XVTCX Tov 6i\1,1011 fi TOVS 'll'Aovoious µovov, and (II) that the 
normal sense of dnnos in constitutional contexts is precisely TO ~ll'll'av: in C~ 
~ SfilJCtl, dnnOJ can only mean pop,d,u, all of it, not just the majority which passes 
a decree, coocludcs a treaty, etc., since the action of this majority is an act of 
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is more a banner than a label. We saw how grandly it plays this role 
in the Debate, and can sec it a~ in Thucydides, where ir1-.{)Sovs laovoµ{a 
1r01'.1T1K{) is the dcmocrats'~a evrrprnisff_ doing for them t!K~ (8) 
~CR that fulsomely moralistic expression, ap1C1TOktXrrla ~v, docs 
for the oligarch.$. From Plato's satirical attentions to it in the R,p11blic,18 

we can inf er that it is still flying high on the democratic masthead in the 
second decade of the fourth century. And it is still respectable, if a bit 
faded, in the later works of Isocrates around the middle of the ccntwy. 40 

the polis: the state dccrccs, makes an alliance, goes to war, etc. Even irAi\Sos, 
when used in lieu of 6i\110$ in legal contexts, has precisely the same all-inclu
sive sense: so, e.g., in I. G. I' 10 (Tod, GHI I, 29), Athenian decree relative to 
Erythrac: OVK [cmoa)-n'iaoµai 'A9fivalc.w TOO 'll'[A)fiSovs = "against the Athenian 
people," line 22. And cf. Gommc's rebuttal, CQ 41 (1948), p. 10, and u,111111. 
II, p. 109. Kakridis' remark of "dnnoiratia ... ihr Name bcwcist, da8 die 
Glcichheit aller Burger nicht zu ihrem Programm gehort," /. ,., should be 
revised to "ihr Name bcwcist nicht, da8 die Glcichhcit aller Burger zu ihrem 
Programm gchort." 

18 3.82.8. I take 'll'MSovs here to be equivalent to 6i\110$ (cf. preceding note, 
mh fin.), and 'll'W.mxit to be used in contrast to arbitrary and lawless govern
ment: cf. its use in contrast to 6vvaa-mmici\ (here, c!v.1yapxlt;t) in Arist., Pol. 
1298A33·39; it is already charged with the sense carried increasingly by 
iroAmla, so that Aristodc finally comes to use TIOAn£1a as a name for his 
"polity" (implying that a similar use of the word for moderate, law-regulated 
constitutions has fairly wide currency: Booitz, Irultx ArimJttli'11J 613A~7 ff. 
for references) and Attic rhetoricians feel empowered to use it for "rule of 
law": so, e.g., Isocr. 4.12~ and Ep. 7.11; Dcmosth. 1.~ and 1,.20 (in contrast 
to "monarchies" in the first two, "tyranny" in the third, "oligarchy" in the 
fourth). Note the redundancy we would get in laOV01Jla 'lfOA1TIK1'i on Gommc's 
view of the sense of the former. Gommc docs not seem to notice this in com
menting on Thuc. 3.82.8, perhaps because he glosses 1T0Amxit (very loosely, 
it seems to me) by "such as befits free cirizcos," Conr111. II, p. 379. 

19 laovoµncoO at ,61C will be discussed in Part Two (III) below. ICJ'OVOllla 
Kai tAruSEpla in the relations of men to women, ~63B, occurs in that panorama 
of equality and liberty gone wild which is designed to convince us that democ
racy has produced its own moral ndMaio 1111 ahsordllm. Either use would be 
hopelessly pedantic if iso110111ia did not have a high place in the current demo
cratic credo. Note how impossible it would be to square these uses with the 
notion that isonomia stands for the rule of law as such. And cf. n. 67, below. 

,o Amp. 20 (dated 3~~ B. c. by J. F. Dobson in the Oxford Cl4ssical Di&
lio114ry, 1949),@.9' flyetaSat 'fflV µiv mcoAaoiav 611IJOICPCfflav, 'fflV 6E 'IT0'f)ClVOlllav 
o.ru.9£plav, 'fflV 61 irapp!lcrlav laovoµlav ... For mxppr,ala in the derogatory 
sense, as a characteristic of democracy, sec, e.g., Plato, R. ~~7B, Kai &Nv.9Eplas 
fl 'll'0AIS IJIOTl'I Kai fflXPPTlcrlCXS, and Adam's references 1111 I«., and those of 
Dodds on Grg. 461E2. The other use of laovoµia is Palllllh. 178 (dated by 
Dobson 342-49); to be discussed in Part Two, Section II, below. 
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